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Dominic and Kristin Cioffi

Greetings fellow club members.,
Spring is finally here. Even though the winter was mild, it still seemed to last too long. We are anxiously awaiting the time when the road crews stop dumping salt and brine on the roads, so we can
take the GSA for a ride and test out our newly acquired gear . This edition’s travel features will get
you excited for the upcoming riding season. We are looking forward to the nearby BMWMOA rally
in July. A fall trip to Maine is also in the works.
Resale values on used machines are pitifully low right now. At this point, all of the Northeast Ohio
BMW dealers are very reluctant to take in used bikes on trade. If you are planning on selling a used
machine, I would suggest expanding your advertisements to a national audience via IBMWR.org,
BMWMOA marketplace, or eBay.
If you are in the market for any new gear, BMW is discounting many of the BMW Ralleye, Comfort
and GS Dry suits. Visit your favorite dealer for details.
If anyone is looking for dinner plans on Saturday, April 2nd, there will be a benefit dinner for friend
and fellow BMW rider, Robert Bencivengo. Details are on page 6.
See you on the road,
The CCN will be published quarterly, at
the beginning of each season. We
welcome and encourage member
submissions.
Deadlines for submissions are:
Spring CCN

March 15

Summer CCN

June 15

Fall CCN

September 15

Winter CCN

December 15

Dominic and Kristin Cioffi

The BMWMOC is Chartered Club #196 with both the BMWMOA
and the BMWRA national organizations. The BMWMOC is a
Not-For-Profit Corporation of the Great State of Ohio consisting
of about 160 riding enthusiasts mostly in the Northeast Ohio
Area. The Club is an active group with a common interest in
BMW Motorcycles and the people who ride them.
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Leo Buckon

Hello BMW Motorcycle Owners. We are lucky enough with the warm winter that the riding season
has already begun for many of us. The officers and directors are already at work putting together
rides for the upcoming season that I think all will enjoy. Paul and Diane Koontz will once again be
hosing the Scoot and shoot to start off the riding year in May. The Sunday afternoon rides will continue this summer and the spring and fall club overnighters are being planned so there will be plenty
of opportunity to get together and go on some great rides.

What might be a first is the BMW Motorcycle Owners of Cleveland will be the sponsoring club for a
rally to be held in conjunction with the Save the Ferry Festival in Sistersville, WV in late July. Barry
Spencer is the point man for the club and it should prove to be an exciting and worthwhile event for
the club. I’ve contacted 4 Winds and the officers there have expressed an interest in participating.
Make sure to be at the next cub meeting at Felix and Oscars on April 7th for all the details.

Have a great riding year and I look forward to seeing you all on the road.
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Visit the calendar on https://bmwmoc.shutterfly.com/calendar for an updated list of events
What’s in Your Barn?Antique Motorcycle Exhibit
January through June 12, 2016
National Packard Museum
1899 Mahoning Ave. N.W., Warren, OH
Directors’ Meeting
March 31, 2016 @ 7:00 p.m.
Harry Buffalo
8560 Detroit Ave., Lakewood
March Moto Madness
March 31– April 3, 2016
801 Steer Creek Road, Tellico Plains, TN
http://marchmotomadness.com/
Membership Meeting
April 7, 2016 @ 7:00 p.m.

Felix and Oscars
23800 Detroit Road, Westlake
Moonshine Lunch Run
April 9, 2016
Moonshine, IL
http://moonshine-run.com/Moonshine/
Horizons Unlimited Virginia Travelers
Meeting
April 28– May 1, 2016
Appomattox, VA
http://horizonsunlimited.com/
Georgia Mountain Rally
April 29– May 1, 2016
Georgia Mountain Fairgrounds
1311 Music Hall Rd., Hiawassee, GA

Spring Scoot ‘n Shoot
May 1, 2016 @ 10:00 a.m.
Home of Paul and Diane Koontz
6235 Lafayette Rd., Medina
Membership Meeting
May 6, 2016@ 7:00 p.m.
Location TBA
Hopewell Road Rally
May 6-8, 2016
Hocking Hills State Park Campground,
Logan, OH
European Rider’s Rally
May 20-22, 2016
258 Upper River St., Burkesville, KY
BMW Riders of Southern Maine
Downeast Rally
May 20-22, 2016
Hermit Island Campground, Phippsburg, ME
The 27th Annual Great Chicken Rally
May 27-29, 2016
Coke Ovens Historical Park, Dunlap, TN
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Cass Rally
May 27-30, 2016
Boyer Motel and Campground
Route 1, Arbovale, WV

50th Annual Four Winds BMW Rally
August 19-21, 2016
Redbank Valley Municipal Park
New Bethlehem, PA

Membership Meeting
June 2, 2016 @ 7:00 p.m.
Location TBA

Curve Cowboy Reunion
August 30- September 3, 2016
Monterey, CA
http://curvecowboyreunion.com/
First time attends who enter the code:
FIRSTCCR2016 in the discount box will receive
a $25 rebate.

Membership Meeting
July 7, 2016 @ 7:00 p.m.
Location TBA
AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days
July 8-10, 2016
Mid– Ohio Sports Course
7721 Steam Corners Rd., Lexington

Finger Lakes Rally
September 2-5, 2016
Hidden Valley Group Camp
Watkins Glen State Park
Watkins Glen, NY

44rd Annual BMW MOA International Rally
July 14-17, 2016
Hamburg Fairgrounds
Hamburg, NY

There are several club member's attending the Georgia Mountain Rally
on April 29-30, in Hiawassee, GA. If you are interested in participating
you can contact Pete Stokes at pks1129@oh.rr.com, or
David Bell at dbell714@hotmail.com.
They will be meeting on Wednesday, March 23rd at 6:30 p.m. at the
Hofbrauhaus in downtown Cleveland to discuss the trip. Anyone
interested in joining the trip is welcome at the meeting.
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Robert Bencivengo is a friend of Dominic Cioffi
and a fellow BMW Motorcycle rider
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Wednesday Morning Rides - will run on every First, Third and Last Wednesday
of each month, from May through September - leaving from Bob Evans in Solon
(6100 SOM Center Rd at Rt. 422) at 10 am. Come early for breakfast or coffee.
2nd Tuesday of the Month Rides - will run on every Second Tuesday of each
month, from May through September. Departure for the Tuesday Rides will be
Bob Evans in Independence (5980 Rockside Road at I-77) at 10 am, come early for
breakfast or coffee.
Sunday in the Park Rides - This is the working person's ride for those of us who
can't just take off in the middle of the week.
All rides will leave from the Wallace Lake parking Lot (by the swimming area) in the
Metropark south of Bagley Road in Berea.
We will meet around 12:00 PM for some hangout time. There are often quite a few
bikes there. Rides will leave at 1:00 PM. They will be shorter rides of 2 to 3 hours or
so. This means not only can you sleep in, you can be home in time for dinner.
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Welcome to Das Rally!
This is the time of year when many of us are looking at maps, dreaming of destinations near and far and planning our routes and rides for
the year. We want to personally invite you to include “DAS RALLY” in
Hamburg in your plans.
We were thrilled when we first learned that the BMW MOA 44th International Rally was coming to Hamburg, New York, as there is so
much to see and do in the Western New York and the Great Lakes Regions. A short ride in any direction will net a wonderful destination.
To the west, beautiful Woodlawn beach on the shores of Lake Erie
beckons. To the north is Niagara Falls (need we say more?) and the
revitalized city of Buffalo with its beautiful new waterfront, theatre district, renowned dining
and fabulous architecture. Venture east and visit the charming village of East Aurora on your
way to the scenic Finger Lakes region and Letchworth State Park. Just to the south are roads that
will take you through the picturesque ski areas of Ellicottville and Springville.
Then there is the Rally site itself. Situated in a mostly residential area, it offers rally goers a quiet, tranquil setting with close proximity to shops, restaurants, and services. Easily accessed from
both interstate and major secondary roads, the first thing to greet attendees as they enter the
Fairgrounds is a large water feature with a fountain. There is plenty of asphalt to support the
center stand as you register in the Event Center. Campers will be pleased with the tree -lined,
spacious, grass-covered tenting areas. For the adventure enthusiast, be it rider or spectator, this
site also offers an incredible off-road competition area with great exposure to the camp grounds.
If you like a little variety in your entertainment, the Fairgrounds also has a casino and a horse
racing track on site.
When we had a chance to visit the Rally site at the Hamburg Fairgrounds, we could immediately
see how the layout would lend itself to a beautiful ‘Rally Central’ area. There are several impressive, parklike gardens sporting gazebos, picnic tables, and Adirondack chairs, a pedestrian thoroughfare for the food vendors, beer and wine gardens, an entertainment area, and so much more.
We are convinced that all of this will make the 2016 Rally in Hamburg absolutely “fantastisch”!
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Pat Corrigan
No sooner had I unpacked the bike after returning home from the MOA rally in Billings, MT, when Beth
announced that she was going to Albuquerque, NM in October for the hot air balloon festival. As both of
us had this event on our personal bucket lists, I chimed in “me, too!” Over the next few days we discussed possible travel plans for the trip. Should we fly and rent a car? Did she want to drive? (I didn’t
even bring up the bike. I knew that was out of the question.) Eventually, and against her better judgment, she agreed to go by car, as long as we took her Subaru Legacy and not my well-worn Ford Escape.
At least that way, we would have transportation once we got there and would then be able to go on day
trips to the surrounding area. I thought I was pretty slick, being able to convince her that it was not
possible to go to Albuquerque without also visiting Santa Fe and Taos, two of my all-time favorite places. Little did I know that this was part of her plan all along.
The next strategically asked question: “Was there any place you’d like to stop along the way?” Her response: “No, honey. I’ll leave that up to you.” That was all the permission I needed. I was off and running! Over the next several weeks, I planned our trip, knowing full well that taking the most direct route
from Cleveland to Albuquerque would send us, after reaching St. Louis, along the remnants of Route 66,
The Mother Road! Long had I yearned to ply that precious pavement yet again.
With the lessons of our last shared (and grueling) road trip still fresh in my mind, I knew that the 1,600
odd miles to our destination would have to be broken up into at least three days of travel. Those two
700+ mile days on our way to San Antonio put a strain on our relationship surpassed only by the time I
lost our connecting flight tickets on the return trip from Cancun. The smooth ride of the Legacy would
help in this department.
Not wanting to spring any surprises on my dearest, I kept her informed with just enough information as
if it were being doled out on a need to know basis. By sharing the planning, we were able to both insure
that we had a hand in the end result. Beth went ahead and found a great place to stay; a suite that included a small kitchen and that was fairly close to the venue, all at a great rate. I was really surprised
that the price had not been jacked up in consideration of one of the city’s major tourist draws. She also
got her hands on the event schedule and was concentrating on the festival as I focused on the trip there
and back.
My trip planning procedures now included techniques not known to me the last time I had visited this
legendary tarmac. GPS software, Google Earth and Panaramio would have meant little to me back then
but were now staples of my travel planning toolkit. I also learned of a new batch of Route 66 Guide
Books that sprang from recently rejuvenated interest in The Mother Road. It seems that tension
throughout the increasingly uncivilized world we inhabit has gotten Americans doing much of their vacation exploring closer to home.
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August and September slipped by quickly as I bounced back and forth between processing images
from the bike trip to Wyoming, Idaho and Montana to planning the daily side trips searching out the
original path of old Route 66. Before long, with the car packed, the GPS loaded and the dog sitter situated, we were on our way. Our destination for the first night was the Wagon Wheel Motel, a refurbished motel in Cuba, MO from the heyday period of Route 66. Located on the original Route 66 some
70 miles west of St. Louis, there were no other stops planned for our first travel day. We set out early,
but not too early for Beth, for a down and dirty day on the slab to knock out the 635 miles that would
make the two remaining days shorter in distance, thus allowing more time for photo ops.
Like many forgotten small towns along the
original route, Cuba, MO has worked hard in
recent years to parlay its location on the original route into a Route 66 enthusiast destination. Beginning in 1926 when it received the
official Route 66 designation, the Mother
Road, (a term coined by John Steinbeck in his
epic tome The Grapes of Wrath) helped open
the country for the burgeoning auto tourist set in the late 1920’s, gave truckers a route to rival the railroads in the 1930’s, provided a pathway for migrants seeking to escape the Dustbowl in the late 30’s
and early 40’s and provided for the movement of
men and machines in gearing up for the second
world war. The prosperity and mobility that followed
in the 1950’s provided the impetus for increased
growth and use of facilities along the now infamous
route but that heyday was somewhat short lived as
the country was now moving forward with the bigger
and bolder interstate highway system. By 1970, most
of the original towns along the route were bypassed
and by 1984, the last community fell victim as well.
Almost immediately, however, there sprouted a resurgent interest in the old route. It did not take long
for travelers to realize that while the interstate delivered you to your destination much faster, it failed
to whet one’s appetite when it came to seeing the country. This resurgence laid the groundwork for
providing many of the photo opportunities that drew my interest. A range of subject matter, from old
abandoned buildings and vehicles to nostalgic murals depicting by gone days of glory were to be found
scattered along the old road, just waiting for the next camera toting tourist to come along.
And thusly, we ventured forth, Beth mustering the patience to indulge my obsession and I in excited
anticipation of collecting a new set of digital memories. Knowing full well that my exploits would make
for long hours in the car, I implored Beth to let me know when she had enough of my shenanigans before they became a thorn between us. Once warned, I would set aside my plan and make tracks for our
daily destination, in the hopes of salvaging her sanity. I must admit, she was a trooper. It wasn’t until
late in the third day that she pulled the plug. By then, we were well within reach of Albuquerque and
our temporary home for the coming week. So for the better part of days two and three, I plowed the
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photographic fodder of the fabled route. There were more old gas stations, murals and dilapidated motels than I could account for. We zig zagged our way from one forgotten town to next, every once in a
while returning to the monotonous interstate to make up time and distance. It was akin to jumping
back and forth in a broken time machine as the signs and symbols of two distinct eras competed for
attention on our cross country sojourn.
We arrived in Albuquerque in time to enjoy our evening
meal before dark at a local favorite recommended by
our amicable desk clerk. We briefly perused the festival
schedule after dinner before retiring to bed, eager to
rest our road weary bones. Morning came quickly but
we slept in beyond sunrise. Following a hearty Tex-Mex
breakfast at another eatery suggested by our host, we
headed over to the festival venue to get our bearings. By then, we
were already spotting numerous wayward balloons floating effortlessly overhead. The closer we got to the festival site, the greater the
number. We soon learned that if you want to witness the mass ascensions, you needed to get up well before dawn so as to arrive early as
the teams began there preparations in the dark in order to lift off at
first light. Experienced balloon watchers know that the calm winds
prevalent during the early morning hours are most conducive to uneventful take offs. As the strong southwest sun heats up the land, air
currents take on a more agitated personality and wreak havoc on
one’s plans. Also, with over 500 balloons competing for air space, the
early bird beats the traffic, much like my daily 6 AM departure for
work. But hey, we’re on vacation. Leave work in Cleveland!
We were able to park in the Albuquerque International Balloon Museum lot
and wandered to the back of their
grounds that were situated at the southern end of Balloon Fiesta Park.
The view from the back of the museum rewarded us with a view of the
entire venue without having to pay the daily entrance fee and to watch
up close and personal as a couple of balloons landed on the museum
grounds. As the morning launch and festivities were well under way,
we moved on to another hearty southwestern breakfast followed by a
trip to Old Town. The large mission style adobe church and charming
town square that served as the focal point of Old Town Albuquerque
provided me with sufficient subject matter as Beth visited various the
shops, wandering her way through the throngs of tourists, many of
them sporting the t-shirts uniforms of various balloon teams. In due
time, we made our way back to our suite in time to freshen up for dinner at The Range, our new favorite eatery, before turning in early in anticipation of our next day’s adventure.
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Days five and six were reserved for touring northern New Mexico.
Beth wanted to visit Santa Fe and I was not to be denied a rendezvous with Taos, one of my favorite haunts from numerous past excursions. Knowing full well that the right way to get the flavor of the area was to take the long
way rather than the freeway and that with so much
to see, one day would not
be enough, I booked a
room in Taos even though
we were still had our suite
in Albuquerque.
The countless hours spent planning our road trips always
pay off with interesting places, stories and photos. The reason I do it is driven by the notion that I
would hate to have been within a very short distance of something interesting but missed out on it for
lack of awareness. For that reason, I rely on multiple sources of information in the planning. Sometimes, however, the info comes from an unexpected source. While checking in on Facebook one evening after arriving in Albuquerque, I saw a video post shared by fellow BMWMOC Club member Sandi
about a “musical road” between Albuquerque and Tijeras, NM. A quick web search revealed a project
funded by the National Geographic Society in coordination with the New Mexico Department of Transportation, described as a way to get drivers to slow down. According to Wikipedia, they built a twolane stretch of Route 66 with rumble strips in the roadway arranged to cause the sounds of the song
"America the Beautiful" to be heard when vehicles drive on it at 45 mph. All we could determine was
that it was located on the eastbound side of Route 66, west of Tijeras but the exact location was not
pinpointed. We were determined to find it, however, as our planned route to Santa Fe would take us
very close to that area. From Albuquerque, we took I-40 east to find the musical road and then pick up
Route 14 north. After some backtracking, we finally found the musical road and were rewarded with a
tune.
Known also as the Turquoise
Trail Scenic Byway, Route 14
passes through the old mining
towns of Golden, Madrid and
Cerrillos as it winds its way to
Santa Fe. Shortly after embarking on this fabled road,
however, we turned back west
for a side trip to Sandia Crest
on the 14 mile ribbon of asphalt known as the Sandia Crest Scenic Byway. Numerous times I had bypassed this road, always telling myself
that one day I would make it to the top of Sandia Crest which overlooks Albuquerque to the west. Today was that day. It wasn’t long before the whining started; the refrain all too familiar to Beth that
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happens when I am wishing I was on two wheels instead of four. Making the best of what was a good
situation and feeling more comfortable behind the wheel of Beth’s Legacy, I gave the paddle shifters a
workout, all nice and speed limit legal mind you. The early morning haze had burned off enough for us
to get a decent view of the city sprawled out below but the thin chilled air above ten thousand feet had
these flat landers headed back down off the peak before long. On the way down the Sandia Crest Scenic
Byway, the paddle shifters once again came in handy as we headed for Tinkertown, an off the wall museum that houses the life’s work of local folk artist Ross Ward. Maintained by his family as a memorial
and tribute to the talented carver and painter, the museum contains an enormous collection of his
miniature sculptures as well as paintings, etchings and drawings and is well worth the time to visit.
Back on the Turquoise Trail, we soon found ourselves passing through
Golden on the way to Madrid. Of the three old mining towns of Golden,
Madrid and Cerrillos, Madrid is the one that is the most vibrant (read
touristy). Having parlayed its notoriety as the location for much of the
Wild Hogs movie set, Madrid now acts as a magnet for travelers such
as us, so much so that finding a place to park can become real challenge. Maggie’s Diner from the movie was nothing more than a t-shirt
shop but a stop there gave access to a wooden garden gate and adobe
wall that made for a nice image. Another nice surprise in Madrid was
the souvenir photo park. The small local park relies on voluntary donations to maintain its collection of painted plywood panels with cutouts for folks to poke their heads through as friends photograph them
as part of a make believe image depicting a variety of scenes.
A bit further down and just off the main road from Madrid is the sleepy little town of Cerrillos. Though
it has served as a western backdrop for many more movies than Madrid, most travelers pass right by
and miss out on the charming town that gives you feeling that you have just stepped out of a time machine on a trip to the past.
Approaching the outskirts of Santa Fe, the adobe abodes scattered about become more elaborate. As
one gets even closer to town, the more congested and modern become the outlying commercial areas
which belie the character and charm of heart of the city. We parked the car close to the plaza and went
off exploring on foot. Both roads and sidewalks were crowded with tourists, plying the pavement in
search of the savory flavors the southwest mecca offered up. Our sojourn took us to just a few of the
highlights as we still had some traveling to do and the midday sun was already in decline. We visited
the Loretto Chapel whose mysterious tale of its circular
stairway draws in the throngs of faithful that keep the
chapels’ coffers filled. We also strolled by the local jewelry
merchants that lined sidewalk under the portico of the
Governor’s Palace. No trip to Santa Fe would be complete
without a sampling of the many art galleries and studios
on Canyon Road so we obliged, keeping a close watch on
our wallets in the process.
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Came time to get back on the road, we needed to set a course
for Taos. The High Road to Taos Scenic Byway was already
loaded into the GPS but there was no need as I had run this
route on many an occasion in the past. The 56 mile long route
known as the High Road makes its way through the Sangre de
Christo Mountains, passing through tiny Spanish Land Grant
and Pueblo Indian villages along the way. Though the “Low
Road” running along the valleys of the Rio Grande proved to be
the quicker route, it lacked the scenery and sweepers that were
to be found in the high desert foothills. The road offered up a
plethora of photogenic subject matter, ranging from old adobe
churches and pueblos to rugged landscapes, littered with time
worn and weathered remnants of lives lived long ago. A more
accessible trip back in time would be hard to find and harder still
to appreciate.
As time was against us, we limited our one stop en route to Taos
to the tiny village of Chimayo whose historic santuario draws
thousands of pilgrims from around the world, hoping to find relief in the
curative power professed by legend to found in the earthen floor of the
shrine. My aching knees were to find no relief that day as we arrived after
hours and the chapel was closed. After a short visit to the grounds, the
already darkening skies brought on by an early October sunset were
helped along by the rain clouds that delivered enough of a sprinkle to get
us headed back to the car to continue our journey. The artist working on
a far from finished painting at the rear of the shrine was unable to pack
up as quickly. Fortunately, his work was not in watercolor.
Arriving after dark in the Taos area, I had to postpone a special
side trip until morning, with the hope that the sunrise and the direction of the light would be in my favor. We found our room
without fanfare and Beth found a local pizza shop whose flavorful
pies defied the term pizza.
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Day 6’s daybreak seemed to come quickly despite
the shorter days and longer nights of October. I
suppose time really does fly when you are having
fun. The reasonably priced hotel was fairly lavish
for the price and included a decent continental
breakfast which we took full advantage of. After
packing the car, we had just a short backtrack to
Ranchos de Taos to try and locate my surprise destination. Beth was leery as I pulled down a dirt
road into a lonely little cemetery off the beaten
path. She knew I enjoyed my status as a photographic taphophile but this did not resemble the kind of Victorian cemeteries
I generally sought out. At some point, I had to confess that we
were looking for a specific grave, that of the actor Dennis Hopper. Not having much to go on as I heard he was buried there
but had not seen a picture of his grave, I did not have much to
go on. Even though it was a small cemetery, I was having difficulty locating the grave. Beth finally came to the rescue and
spotted the marker and sure enough, it was facing the right direction to catch the morning light. I had been looking for a granite marker but the grave was marked with a five foot tall wooden crucifix with a hand carved inscription and bearing the remnants of talismans left behind by his legion of fans. With photo
made and homage paid, we headed back toward Taos and the
town plaza. It was still early when we arrived and most shops
were not yet open. Also, the road that ringed the plaza was in
the middle of being repaved, such that the little traffic there
was still had few places to go. We circled around the block and
found a place to park so that we could visit the charming town square. Beth was able to find a shop or
two open, enough to satisfy her interests as I wandered around with the camera.
Hopes to visit the renowned Taos Pueblo were dashed as we learned by the attendant that the pueblo
was closed that morning for a funeral ceremony. It would re-open after noon but by that time, we
needed to be well on our way back to Albuquerque. No sweat. Just one more reason to plan another
trip back to the Land of Enchantment.
From the pueblo, we headed west on US 64, a wonderful motorcycle road that traverses New Mexico
from east to west in the northern part of the state. Route 64 is part of the Trails of the Ancients Scenic
Byway which leads to prehistoric archaeological and geological sites of northwestern New Mexico. We
crossed the Rio Grande River on the Gorge Bridge, the seventh highest bridge in the US. A quick stop
allowed for a few pictures and a bit of jewelry shopping with the local artists who set up their displays
regularly in hopes of capturing some of the tourist trade. From the gorge, it was only a couple of short
miles to Earthship Biotecture, site of numerous “earthships”, passive solar houses made of natural
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and recycled materials. This was an unusual assortment of what I would liken to living architecture,
terrariums for people if you will. They looked like they were transported there as scenic props from a
futuristic space colony. Unfortunately, they discourage folks wandering the grounds without a tour and
the tour was mostly a sales pitch.
Backtracking on Route 64 for a mile put us on West Rim Road headed south along the western rim of
gorge with the Sangre de Christo Mountains looming in the distance to the east. West Rim road gave
way to NM 567, the first mile of which was paved but whose second mile consisted of a dirt and gravel
washboard roadbed that snaked its way down the canyon wall to the level of the river. The local ranchers in their pickups must have surely thought we were either out of our gringo minds or hopelessly off
course. We were neither loco nor lost. Our route was carefully chosen to follow the Rio Grande. From
567, we followed 570 to Route 68, arriving before long at Johnnie Meier’s Classical Gas Museum outside
Embudo, NM, a must see stop for fans of old gas stations. The term museum is used with significant latitude in this instance as the outside more resembles a junk yard. With no admission fee, visitors are free
to wander the yard full of old gas pumps, machinery and decades’ worth of collectibles, another term
used in this instance with considerable abandon. Inside the old building however, one finds a collection
that befits the term museum, even though it is really more store than permanent collection. All manner
of old antique gas pumps, signs, oil cans, maps, globes, soda signs, clocks, neon signs, thermometers
and all sorts of other vintage memorabilia fill the walls and shelves, competing for the visitors attention.
We continued south on Route 68 to Espanola where we picked up Route 30 which took us in a south by
southwest direction past Santa Clara Pueblo and Black Mesa on the Santa Clara Reservation. At Black
Mesa, we stopped for a view of the lonely church and cemetery that rested in the shadow of the imposing land mass that most certainly must have served as a landmark for generations of early inhabitants.
The town of White Rock, a bedroom community for employees of the nearby Los Alamos National Laboratories, seemed somewhat out of place in the high country of northern New Mexico. A good place to
stock up on provisions perhaps but we were just passing through on our way to Route 4, a beautiful
road that weaves through a section of the Bandelier National Monument before skirting the southern
boundary of Valle Grande. Valle Grande is a large grass valley and former lake bed located at the southern boundary of the Valle Caldera, a 12 mile wide geologic depression former by volcanic activity about
1.25 million years ago. The views afforded from Route 4 are stunning and are sure to be around for
generations to come, thanks to the establishment of the Valles Caldera National Preserve and resulting
paucity of paved roads in the region, barring any more volcanic activity of course. One can easily see
why this bucolic scenery was chosen as a backdrop for the 2003 movie “The Missing”. The log cabin
used in that film remains just beyond view from Route 4.
The road turns north before looping back to a southern course. With more time and warmer weather,
we might have been inclined to stop at Spence Hot Springs north of the town of Jemez Springs. Decades
prior, I had soaked my bones on a cold March morning in the steaming mineral waters of the, at that
time, clothing optional spring. Although a paved parking area now marked the turnout for the springs,
the pools themselves remained natural save for the stones used by the bathers to help form a series of
cascading pools.
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Beyond the sleepy village of Jemez Springs, we proceeded south toward Jemez Pueblo, following the
course of the Jemez River as it played tag with the western boundary line of the Santa Fe National Forest. At San Ysidro, we picked up Route 550, still following the Jemez River as it continued its descent
from the Jemez Mountains and tracked southeast though the Zia Indian Reservation. We picked up
Route 313 to take us back into Albuquerque just in time to dodge the on-coming traffic headed to the
Balloon Fiesta Park for the evening’s festivities. For our part, we were headed for dinner and turning in
early so as to get up in time for the morning liftoff. We had two days left to devote to the festival before
our return trip home and we wanted to make the most of it.
Our plan was to get up well before sunrise and to arrive at the fiesta park as early as possible and secure a good spot to view what we hoped would be a spectacular mass ascension. It was a good plan, so
good in fact that it was shared by half of Albuquerque. Balloon teams were already at work as spectators scrambled about while we headed for the middle of the launch area. The area was teeming with
activity with festival goers and balloonists alike vying for every inch of real estate. In all instances, the
balloonists won – it didn’t matter who got where first, the balloons had the right of way and they took
full advantage. Minute by minute, the activity increased as more and more balloons and spectators
showed up. Before long, the loud speakers came on and the multitude of balloons was directed as a
chorus to begin their light show. On cue the balloons would fire up their burners and the park would
glow with the rich variety of colors adorning the fleet. This display continued for some time but not so
long as to grow weary of the show. Then, gradually, as the sun slowly began to rise over the Sandia
Mountains to the east, the balloons rose with it. The excitement and
the spectacle of the event were in full force as the skies filled with
balloons of every size, shape and color. The energy level was on
high as the event took on massive festive proportions. Before long,
however, it was over, almost as quickly as it had begun. The fiesta
park grounds seemed to empty as fast as they had filled with the
balloon teams scrambling off in hot pursuit of their quarry and the
festival revelers headed for the midway (in this case the periphery)
full of vendors. The times of busiest activity are in the early morning
and the early evening. During the day, as the sun warms the earth
and sky and gets the air currents moving, the balloonists take a
break and the spectators along with them. Beth and I worked out
way back to the shuttle area, full of enthusiasm, but looking to score some coffee and a hot breakfast.
Wanting to take full advantage of our limited time in Albuquerque, we chose from our long list of possible of options and headed for the Botanic Gardens, one of three components of the Albuquerque BioPark, the other two being the Zoological Gardens and the Aquarium. Our walk took us through a host
of specialty gardens, each more exciting than the last. Despite the fairly large number of visitors, the
size of the displays and winding paths afforded the feeling that we had much of the place to ourselves.
It also made for good photo opportunities free of scenes filled with people. The grounds were neat,
clean and the gardens well maintained, much like we found most of the Albuquerque neighborhoods
we visited. As we were close to Old Town, we stopped once more for the chance to do a bit more sightseeing and shopping before heading back to our suite and planning for dinner.
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Saturday was to be our last day in Albuquerque so we wanted to make it special. Beth had her mind set
on visiting the Rio Grande Arts and Crafts Festival with me in tow. Having been to many of these
events over the years, I knew the quality of the work could vary considerably so I was less than enthusiastic. Also, my wallet tends to shrink under these circumstances, so my mood was guarded. Beth obviously knew what she was doing as the quality of the artwork we found to be outstanding. And yes,
the wallet took a hit but it was all good as we were able to bring home some of the flavor of the southwest that for years I have favored and that now Beth also has come to enjoy.
For our final evening in Albuquerque, we made sunset dinner reservations at the High Finance Restaurant located on Sandia Peak. In order to get there, we would enjoy a 20 minute ride (referred to as a
flight) on the Sandia Peak Aerial Tram. This very popular tourist destination involved a good bit of
waiting in line as the trams can only fit so many. And for those folks of normal height, it can be difficult
to enjoy views of the scenery while on the tram as the cars are packed to the max with 50 passengers
on each trip. We found the trip to be well worth it, however, as we enjoyed a wonderful dinner and a
spectacular view of the sun setting to the west beyond the city lights of Albuquerque.
For the return trip home, I had planned for three days, each with the same relative amount of mileage
so as to minimize our time in the car and on the road. As we had scuttled a few of the planned stops on
the way out however, I was hopeful that I could pick some of them up on our return. Traveling by car
afforded me the luxury of bringing along a computer so that I could tweak the preplanned daily return
routes on the GPS software. Beth seemed pleased that we were making good time on I-40 east at the
start of our first day on the road home. I could not help but catch a “look” from her however as I exited
the freeway in Tucumcari, known for its’ collection of murals and tourist trappings. Her look told me
that I was being watched and that I would have to choose my side trips carefully. Fortunately for me,
my choices were few and far between with plenty of freeway miles in between. With Beth and me taking turns behind the wheel, we made good time knocking down the miles on the wide open stretches
of road.
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The return trip was uneventful. The weather cooperated as
it had for the duration of the trip. But as we made our way
across this big country, we both soon realized as many travelers do that our trip so long in the planning was over in the
seeming blink of an eye. We also realized that we can never
seem to get enough of this legendary Land of Enchantment
and the wheels are already in motion to plan our return.
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2014 MOCAL POINTS AWARD CHART
Activity

Description

Points

BMWMOC GRAND TOUR 2016

Turn in a picture of yourself and/or machine next to
a town Belvedere/ Gazebo

3

Residence Meeting

Hold monthly meeting at your home

Arrange Monthly Meeting

Contact restaurant/bar

5

Attend Monthly Meeting

Show up, sign attendance sheet

1

Ride to Monthly Meeting

Attend after arriving on two wheels

1

Bring Guest to a Meeting

Bring guest, sign attendance sheet

1

Meeting Activity

Conduct 50/50 or raffle

2

Board Meeting

Hold board meeting your home

5

Rally Chairperson

Micro Rally & Fall Festival

Rally Task Leader

Perform rally task to assist chair

5

Rally Task Volunteer

Help out as required at rally

2

Board Member

President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, Directors,

10

Road Captain

Take on club ride and function responsibilities

25

Newsletter Editor

Create quarterly newsletter

25

Story/Report for CCN

Submit story for newsletter

3

Ride* Leader

Lead rides from breakfast or rallies

3

Ride* Leader Bonus

Lead more than 3 bikes, report names

2

Ride* Participant

Ride with leader of above

1

Ride Participant Bonus

Attend ride with 3 or more bikes

1

More than 5 bikes
More than 8 bikes

2
4

Breakfast Only

Attend breakfast, no ride

1

Club Committee Head

Membership, Ads, Country Store, Door Prizes

5

Committee Assistant

Aid committee as needed

2

Banner/Bandana Photo

Submit photo of group attending a motorcycle function – rally, group ride and displaying club banner
or club neckerchief

3

Webmeister

Maintain club web site

New Member Sponsor

Sponsor new member who joins

5

New Member Bonus

Join club

5

Board Awards

Points awarded to outstanding Members as voted at
November Board Meeting

Name Tag Displayed

Wear your name tag at a club event

Large Group Bonuses

* A “Club Ride” is defined as at least two club members AND two motorcycles.

15

25

25

10
1
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Larry Cardo
Day 20– July 31, 2015 Williams, AZ to Grand Canyon and back by train.
We did not start the bikes today. The train trip to the Grand Canyon
(3 hours) was top shelf. We had the best viewing car. Train personnel
were all very helpful and informative.
There is a good reason they call it the "GRAND" Canyon. Indescribable! We took a one and a half hour motor tour. The day was cloudy
and rainy, so pictures of the canyon are poor.
Tomorrow we will be finally heading east, toward home. The
BMW recently turned over 5000 miles for this trip. Mike Sikora suggested that we do not miss Antelope Canyon in Page,
AZ. I had never heard of it.
Day 21 – Aug 1, 2015 Williams, AZ to near Kayenta, AZ
via Grand Canyon and Antelope Canyon.
Motel tonight had no wi-fi AND no phone service.
We took a longer route thru the Grand Canyon in hopes of getting some good pictures. But it was not to be, as we had rain
the total time we were at the canyon.
The day quickly warmed up and the rain disappeared as we
headed for Page, AZ.
Antelope Canyon (the most photographed canyon in the
world), is on an Indian reservation. To see the wonderful canyon, you must participate on a tour, at a cost of $48.00 per
person! Other than the canyon, the facility consisted of money
takers in a dirt parking lot. You typically had to wait
for your tour time. 90 degree temps. No seats, no water, no nothing.
The canyon is more like a cave. It had a narrow passage, that they crammed full of people. Many of
which were Asian, who insisted in taking 1000s of
pictures. Our group had 126 people. This money grab
and lack of structure detracted from the experience.
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However the canyon is among the most beautiful rock structures known to man. Totally unbelievable!
Many thanks to Mike Sikora for suggesting that we visit. Our recommendations is not to visit this site
during prime vacation time or during a weekend. Today was Saturday.
I won't say anything about running out of gas, only to be rescued by Wayne. We are revising our trip
plan to shorten it slightly and avoid the triple digit heat.
Day 22—Aug 2, 2015 Kayenta, AZ to Eagles Nest, NM via scenic route 64 about 400 miles.
Today was a scenic riding day. Pat Corrigan suggested this route across
New Mexico, and he was correct.
To add to the experience, we experienced cold, heat and rain. After
finding a motel for the night, no restaurants were close. No deliver pizza places. Tonight's dinner consisted of power bars.
Heading for Route 66 tomorrow.
Day 23--Aug 3, 2015 Eagles Nest, NM across the Texas Panhandle to Clinton, OK about 450
miles.
A great day of riding, neat roads, no rain and only periodic
winds. The day started out with twisties that could equal
Ohio's Route 555. Then fast and flat across Texas.
And finally, I-40 with Route 66 histories. We expect to see
more of Route 66 history tomorrow. I actually drove a
good part of the original RT 66 back in 1964 with my 1956
Ford.

Day 24 – Aug 4, 2015 Clinton, OK to Mount Vernon,
MO about 380 miles.
Visited a great museum near our hotel that described the history of Route 66:
- Why the road was built.
- The history of the road in each decade.
- The roads demise.
We spent an hour at the museum, and could have easily spent many more.
Most of the rest of the day was spent driving across Oklahoma, which I now consider a state that I would never visit again!
The road signage and design is very poor and must kill
100's each year because of it. I do not believe they ever
heard of "easy off. - easy on ".
A good portion of the roads in the state are toll roads.
AFTER we entered the first toll road, we were informed
that "EXACT CHANGE IS REQUIRED". We also found out
that if you have a "PIKE PASS" (similar but different to
our easy pass) you can go through the toll booths at
speed. No “Pike Pass” and no exact change so we flew through about 15 toll booths, expecting
to hear sirens each time.
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We expect to get a letter someday saying we owe a billion dollars or don't visit OK again. Horrors.
Toll booths were everywhere and they were all unmanned and
they all required exact change. At the end, they thanked us for
using their turnpike. JERKS!
Tomorrow, more turnpike in MO. Hope to be home in two days
(Friday). This trip was wonderful, but much too long, but it sure
looked good initially on paper!
Now, just to drive across the Midwest.
Day 25-Aug 5, 2015 Mount Vernon, MO to Louisville, KY 520 Miles

Day 26 –Aug 6, 2015 Louisville to Mentor and Medina, OH 400 Miles

Larry, Wayne and Anna arrived home Thur night safe and sound. But not
without drama and a surprising conclusion.
Epilog: Day 25/26: The Swan Song
What a great trip was coming to an end! 8,000 miles, 17 states and 2 Canadian Providences. Some of the
best riding roads in the country along with spectacular scenery:
• Across the scary Mackinaw Bridge
• Across Michigan’s Upper Peninsula
• US Route 2 across the top of the US
• Roosevelt National Park
• Watertown National Park of Canada
• Canadian Rockies (Banff to Jasper and back)
• Billings, Montana (MOA National Rally)
• Bear Tooth Pass
• Chief Joseph Highway
• Yellowstone
• Grand Teton Mountains
• Black Canyon of the Gunnison
• Million Dollar Highway
• Gooseneck State Park, UT
• Grand Canyon via train from Williams, AZ
• Ride the south rim of the canyon
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• Antelope Canyon, Page, AZ
• Scenic New Mexico ride
• RT 66 Sights (Amarillo to St Louis)
This trip looked great on paper, but it was just too long. Every day for a month, looking for an economical motel with a restaurant within walking distance. Every morning packing and gassing up the bike.
The BMW performed flawlessly. Zero issues and turned 70,000 miles.
Starting in Oklahoma and continuing for the last 3 days, we hit significant rain that lasted most of the
day. Riding in the rain on a motorcycle with the proper gear is acceptable but never fun. Visibility is
poor, both seeing and being seen. Traction is less than dry and variable depending upon the surface. Seldom is cold not a factor.
On our final day riding from Louisville to Cleveland, we knew we were going to be riding in rain for at
least the first 5 hours. The rain did not periodically let up, but was constant. I figured wrong that the day
would warm up and as a result I was riding with less than the appropriate clothes.
Early in the day on I-71 below Cincinnati we ran into two significant traffic jams. The first one was
about 20 minutes and caused by road construction (no one working!). The second one, about 40
minutes, caused by an accident (a truck roll over). Each jam caused backups that lasted miles. This is the
type where traffic totally stops and moves ahead in hunks of 50 feet. Balancing a heavily loaded bike at
slow speeds is a chore.
While sitting in the last jam, I said to myself “Why am I doing this?”. This is no fun and has been no fun
for the past 3 days. Rain gear that works well while riding at 60, doesn’t work as well when you’re
standing still.
I concluded as great as the trip was, I was not going to do this anymore. This was going to be my last
ride!
As I look back on my MC riding, it has been a good ride, starting 60 years ago with my Whizzer motorbike. Then dirt racing for 15 years. Numerous Iron But rides, the 4 corners US and most of the states
and Canada.
Plus my age is starting to play a factor. I am now tired at about
300 miles a day. In addition to less endurance, I am weaker. I
was planning on purchasing a lighter bike. But over-riding
these issues, I feel less capable. Nothing I can specifically put a
finger on—just a feeling. As the population grows, the various
DOTs are not adding the appropriate lane miles, making traffic
congestion by design. None of these above factors are going to
improve.
Thus after one of the best rides of my life, I have decided to stop
on a high note.
I am not sure what will replace this void? Wayne and Anna suggested a convertible sports car, like they are thinking.
Time will tell. What I will significantly miss are my riding buddies.
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Epilog: Epilog: November 14, 2015
Well time has passed and I am rethinking my decision to stop riding. I have only ridden the bike twice
since the trip ended in August. While I don’t have the previous strong urge, I have not found anything
to replace the feeling.
I put up the bike for sale in August, but did not have any nibbles, even after I lowered the price nearly
$2K below blue book?
My current thoughts are similar to Arp’s. No more LONG trips to the west coast. More shorter trips,
maybe 250-300 mile days. There are many great areas east and south. More smelling the roses. Maybe
upgrade motels slightly. I like the feature of low cost motels where you park right outside your room.
But the rooms are ……., and walk to food is by chance.
In December Candi and I are moving to the Columbus area. Slightly better climate, sunshine and close
to a lot of great roads. Time will tell.
Larry Cardo
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